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In recent years, ﬂexible light-emitting devices (LEDs) have become the main focus in the ﬁeld of display
technology. Graphene, a two-dimensional layered material, has attracted great interest in LEDs due to its
excellent properties. However, there are many problems such as eﬃciency, lifetime, and ﬂexibility not
well solved. Herein, we have successfully prepared a ﬂexible LED using laser-induced reduced graphene
oxide (LIRGO). The LIRGO LED achieves a luminescence lifetime of over 60 hours and a wall plug
eﬃciency of up to 1.4% in a vacuum environment of 0.02 Pa. There are many small luminescent spots
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randomly distributed on 3.5  5 mm2 of LIRGO. LIRGO's luminous behavior can be controlled by
modifying the supply voltage and laser reduction intensity. We also explore LIRGO's applications by
testing it in diﬀerent packages and customizable bulbs. Furthermore, as an interesting demo, the LIRGO
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device can be used to mimic constellations with visual shapes. This work demonstrates LIRGO's great
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potential in many ﬁelds, such as ﬂexible and miniature light sources and displays.

Introduction
The rapid development of exible electronic products has
revolutionized the traditional electronics industry.1–4As an
important part of exible electronic systems, exible electroluminescent devices are currently the main focus in the eld of
exible displays.5–8
Since Destriau discovered intrinsic electroluminescence (EL)
in 1947, materials and mechanisms of EL have attracted great
attention.9 EL refers to the phenomenon of light emission by
combining holes from the anode and electrons from the
cathode. Solid-state light-emitting devices (LEDs) are generally
classied into inorganic LEDs and organic LEDs (OLEDs).
Conventional inorganic LEDs are generally composed of hard,
powdery or brittle materials, such as glass, lenses, phosphors,
and silicones, which are not suitable for exible applications.10–12 In recent years, the exible panel of OLEDs has been
developed and manufactured.6 Nevertheless, this technology
still possesses some drawbacks. For example, ITO, its transparent electrode, is too stiﬀ and fragile to make a exible
device.13 Furthermore, high temperature is required to fabricate
a
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the panel, which is generally incompatible with its exible
substrate, such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET).14
As two-dimensional materials, graphene and its derivatives
have excellent physical and chemical properties; moreover, they
can play an important role in photonic devices.15–17 Graphenebased photoluminescence (PL) has become quite prominent.18–21 However, EL is more attractive than PL because it can
illuminate without the need for an additional light source.22 To
decrease panel complexity, EL is generally preferred for display
applications.
Luminous eﬃciency is an important indicator of EL. As one
of the eﬃciencies, wall plug eﬃciency (WPE, Ewp) is the ratio of
the radiated optical power (Popt) to the total electric power (Pin)
consumed, which is widely used in the eld of LEDs.23,24 The
formula used is demonstrated as below:
Ewp ¼

Popt
 100%
Pin

There are many research studies on EL of graphene-based
devices.25–30 However, to the best of our knowledge, a graphene-based illuminator with a WPE higher than 1% has not
yet been reported. In 2010, M. Freitag et al. observed the thermal
infrared emission of biased graphene with a WPE lower than
0.0001%.31 In 2014, R. Beams et al. found EL of graphene excited
by electron tunnelling with a WPE lower than 0.0001% too.32
Also in 2014, L. Lawton et al. reported that the WPE of the midinfrared emission in graphene could reach 0.001%.33 In 2015, Y.
Kim et al. discovered the EL of suspended graphene with a WPE

‡ These authors contributed equally to this work.
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of around 0.445%.34 Also in 2015, X. Wang et al. designed
a spectrally tunable graphene-based eld-eﬀect LED with a WPE
less than 0.7%.35 In 2018, Michael C. Chong et al. found bright
EL from single graphene nanoribbon junctions, which has
a WPE lower than 0.01%.29 Moreover, previously reported
graphene-based LEDs had decient lifetime and seemed to lack
concrete applications.
Graphene oxide (GO) is a good candidate for luminescent
materials. The electrical properties of GO are directly related to
the proportion of diﬀerent functional groups, which can be
controlled by chemical and optical methods.36 Its bandgap can
be tuned from 3.5 eV to 1 eV, which corresponds to the wavelength ranging from 350 nm to 1240 nm.37
In this contribution, a light emitter based on laser-induced
reduced graphene oxide (LIRGO) is proposed. LIRGO is
remarkably exible and can emit light for more than 60 hours in
a 0.02 Pa vacuum. Its WPE is calculated to be 1.4%, which is
substantially higher than that of graphene-based light sources
reported previously. Moreover, LIRGO possesses micron-scale
luminous points and tunable colours that can be used in integrated photonic devices. In addition, LIRGO can be easily
patterned at the micrometre scale and has promising applications such as 3D displays and high-resolution displays.

Results and discussion
Device fabrication and luminescence test
A exible LED based on LIRGO is designed. Fig. 1A illustrates
the schematic diagram of the LIRGO device. The details of the
fabrication process are shown in Fig. S1.† First, a PET substrate
(or other substrates, like polyimide, heat-resistant paper, etc.) is
spread on a at platform. Then, the substrate is coated with
a GO solution diluted with tetrahydrofuran. The GO lm is
formed by air-drying the solution. Thereaer, the surface of the
GO lm is scanned using a 448 nm laser. As shown in Fig. S1D,†
during this step of the process, the yellow GO lm turned into
black LIRGO. Next, silver electrodes and wires are respectively
deposited and soldered on both sides of the LIRGO. Finally, the
device is removed from the platform.
By placing the LIRGO device inside vacuum and applying
a voltage, steady and bright visible light can be observed (Fig. 1B
and C). Fig. 1D shows the details that biased LIRGO contains
multiple lighting points with diﬀerent nuances of colour. More
photos of the luminous points with colour diﬀerences on
LIRGO can be found in Fig. S2.†
We proceed to characterize the stability and lifetime of the
LIRGO emitter by carrying out a continuous 60 hour illumination in a vacuum of 0.02 Pa. This experiment was highly valuable since previous studies related to the lifetime of graphenebased LEDs have been scarce. Indeed, many reports have
glossed over this issue or had unsatisfactory results.
By measuring the luminous intensity and power consumption of LIRGO, its WPE can be obtained. For the ve devices
measured at the compliance current set at 0.01 A, the WPEs
ranged from 1.2% to 1.7% with an average of 1.4%. See the
Experimental section for the calculation details.
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As shown in Fig. 1E, the programmable laser equipment can
directly generate LIRGO patterns on the GO lm with a resolution down to 10 mm. More LIRGO patterns can be found in
Fig. S3.† Moreover, LIRGO devices fabricated on materials have
good exibility and can be bent over 90 . In addition, the
residual of the GO lm can be removed by water immersion,
leaving the LIRGO pattern.
The luminescence spectrum of LIRGO exhibits a broad
wavelength range, as shown in Fig. 1F. The spectrum of LIRGO
is quite diﬀerent from that of previously reported graphene
devices. Prior studies mainly produced devices emitting
infrared light and were based on the black body radiation
model.31 The luminescence spectrum in Fig. 1F can be divided
into three peaks at 850, 910, and 1020 nm, respectively, which
can be explained by the specic structure and defects produced
by the laser reduction in LIRGO.

Characterization and analysis
Fig. 2A shows the black LIRGO surrounded by the yellow GO
lm. To observe the diﬀerences between LIRGO and GO, the
regions of their boundary are shown in the optical micrograph
of Fig. 2B. Fig. 2B also highlights the irregularity of the LIRGO
surface. Fig. 2C illustrates a schematic diagram of the cross
section of LIRGO and indicates that LIRGO is constituted of
several layers. Fig. 2D shows an SEM image showing the cross
section of the GO-LIRGO junction. Note that there are lots of
uﬀy layers inside LIRGO. According to a previous study of X.
Wang et al., there are semi-reduced GO (semi-rGO) layers in
LIRGO.35 Fig. S4B† shows an exposed inside layer when the
upper reduced GO (rGO) is removed. This layer has a unique
lustre and looks diﬀerent from GO and rGO, which veries the
presence of semi-rGO layers.
To evaluate the changes from GO to LIRGO, conductivity,
XPS, and TEM characterization experiments were performed.
The sheet resistance of GO is as high as 10 mega ohms, but that
of LIRGO is as low as 500 ohms, which indicates that LIRGO's
electronic transmission capability is better than GO's. Fig. 2E
shows the XPS spectra and the carbon peaks of GO, rGO, and
semi-rGO. RGO contains only C–C bonds due to suﬃcient
reduction. GO contains C–C and C–O bonds. Due to partial
reduction, semi-rGO contains O]C–O bonds in addition to C–C
and C–O bonds. The TEM images indicate the changes of crystal
lattices from GO to LIRGO (Fig. S5†). Fig. S5B† shows that there
is no periodic lattice in GO, indicating that many oxygen functional groups and defects exist in GO. However, hexagonal
honeycomb lattices in LIRGO (Fig. S5D and F†) indicate that
LIRGO is partially crystallized. It is notable that the crystals are
not destroyed during the luminescence.
The Raman spectra of LIRGO before and aer luminescence
(Fig. 2F) reveal the changes during the light-emitting process.
The D peak, the G peak, and the 2D peak of LIRGO can be clearly
observed. From the ratio of the 2D peak to the G peak, the multilayer stack of graphene lms can be conrmed. The G peak is
stronger than the D peak before illumination. However, aer
illumination, the G peak is a little weaker than the D peak,
which indicates the oxidation of LIRGO and therefore the
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LIRGO device and its luminescence. (A) Schematic diagram of the LIRGO device. LIRGO is on a ﬂexible substrate. Silver electrodes and
wires are placed on both ends. (B) Schematic diagram of LIRGO illumination. When a suitable bias voltage (V) is applied, luminescent spots appear
on the LIRGO. (C) The photo of real luminous LIRGO and (D) the zoomed-in image.There are many luminous points with colour diﬀerences. (E)
LIGRO pattern obtained by laser reduction from GO. LIGRO ﬁlm also shows good ﬂexibility. (F) The emission spectrum of LIRGO. The spectrum
can be divided into three peaks. The inset shows a photomicrograph of a light-emitting region.

Fig. 1

presence of remaining oxygen in a 0.02 Pa vacuum environment. This oxidation produces more defects and weakens the
sp2 C–C bond. Moreover, the G peak has a small shi to le aer
the luminescence, which indicates a slight reduction of the
LIRGO doping level. This is probably due to the dehydration
caused by the heat of the luminescence.38 Apart from this, there
are no more obvious changes.
In addition, there is no signicant change in the conductivity of
LIRGO during the emission of bright light, which is similar to the
result of Y. Kim et al.34 Therefore, LIRGO is not damaged during
the luminescence induced by a moderate electric eld, which can
explain the durability and reproducibility in LIRGO's illumination.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

EL mechanism and model
EL can be generally divided into two types. The rst is P–N
junction EL and the second is high eld EL.39–43 The P–N junction has an electrical polarity. We conducted a polarity experiment to test if the LIRGO's emission is related to the P–N
junction EL. Fig. S6A† shows the measurement setup with four
pads. The actual image is shown in Fig. S6B.† A bias is applied
between pad 1 and pad 3, or pad 2 and pad 4. A luminescence
image is captured when the current just exceeds the threshold
current. As shown in Fig. S6C and D,† there is no diﬀerence in
illumination when the polarity of the bias is changed, which
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Fig. 2 The characterization of LIRGO. (A) Top view of real LIRGO. The yellow area is the GO ﬁlm while the black one is LIRGO. (B) Optical
micrograph of the boundary between LIRGO and GO. (C) Schematic diagram of the cross section of LIRGO. RGO, semi-rGO, GO, and the ﬂexible
substrate are distributed from top to bottom. (D) SEM of the cross section of LIRGO and GO. There are semi-rGO layers in the multilayer structure
of LIRGO. (E) The XPS spectra of the covalent bonds of C among GO, rGO, and semi-rGO. (F) The Raman spectra of LIRGO before and after light
emission. The inset shows the slight diﬀerence in the G peak.

conrms a non-polar photon emission and excludes the p–n
junction EL. So light emission from LIRGO is basically based on
high eld EL.
However, the mechanism of LIRGO's luminescence diﬀers
from that of previous graphene's luminescence based purely on
thermal electrons.44 The surface temperature of LIRGO during
luminescence is much lower than the temperature required for
light emission induced by pure hot electrons (see Fig. S7†).
Therefore, the electric eld-assisted thermal ionization, also
known as Poole–Frenkel emission, can be the possible mechanism for light emission from LIRGO.35 Under an electric eld,
the holes obtain suﬃcient kinetic energy and collide with the
defects to generate electrons. The electrons generated aer the
collision acquire a certain kinetic energy. Electrons with high
energy can jump into the conduction band, while electrons with
low energy are captured by traps in the forbidden band. The
excited electrons formed by the collision are unstable. When the
excited electrons recombine with the holes, the energy will be
released in the form of photons (Fig. 3A).9,45
The semi-rGO can be the possible light-emitting material in
LIRGO. GO akes are stacked at diﬀerent depths in the GO lm
(Fig. S8B†), which can also be inferred from the cross-sectional
SEM images in Fig. 2D and S9.† A GO ake inside the GO lm

4748 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4745–4754

(Fig. 3B) is a monoatomic sheet with lateral dimension ranging
from 500 nm to 10 mm. Aer being reduced using a laser, its
oxygen-containing functional groups are decreased, as shown in
Fig. 3C. The deeper the akes in LIRGO, the more the functional
groups retain aer laser induced reduction (Fig. 3D). Therefore,
the rGO layers, the semi-rGO layers, and the unreduced GO layers
are stacked from top to bottom in LIRGO (Fig. S8C†). The zerobandgap nature of upper rGO results in a large non-radiative
decay rate of stimulated electron–hole pairs, while the bandgap
of GO is extremely large.37 The bandgaps of semi-rGO can range
from 1.6 to 3.2 eV, which corresponds to the visible range.35
Therefore, semi-rGO akes emit visible light, as shown in Fig. 3E.
Since the semi-rGO akes are quite small, their bandgaps are
not all direct bandgaps due to the edge eﬀect.46 Therefore, the
recombination of electrons and holes generates heat as well.
Moreover, there is a sudden decrease in thermal conductivity at
high current densities and high temperatures in graphene.34,47
These properties promote spatial accumulation of hot electrons
and therefore emission of light in a single semi-rGO ake.
The bandgap of each semi-rGO ake is diﬀerent, so the
emitted photons have diﬀerent wavelengths and colours, which
is consistent with the colour diﬀerences in Fig. 1D and the
multiple peaks in Fig. 1F.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 3 Mechanism analysis and test. (A) Schematic diagram of the EL process of LIRGO. The trapped electrons are excited to the lowest
unoccupied discrete energy level by Poole–Frenkel emission. And the excited electron recombines with the hole in the valence band, resulting in
photon emission. (B) Schematic diagram of the GO ﬂake. (C) Schematic diagram of the semi-rGO ﬂake. (D) Schematic diagram of the microstructure of LIRGO. (E) Schematic diagram of the luminescence of LIRGO. (F) The light intensity vs. driving current in a vacuum. The inset shows
the I–V curve and its Poole–Frenkel ﬁtting curve. (G) The current vs. the pumping, venting or holding conditions at a ﬁxed bias.

If the bias voltage increases, more electrons are excited to
high energy levels due to collisions or thermal excitation.
Consequently, if the voltage is too large, many hot electrons will
be produced, which can cause an avalanche eﬀect and damage
the device.
Model validation
We measured the luminescence properties of the device in
a vacuum. Fig. 3F shows the relationship between light intensity
and driving current. Almost no light is emitted when the drive
current is below 0.01 A. Aer the current exceeds 0.02 A, the
light intensity sharply increases. In addition, the inset of Fig. 3F
shows that the I–V curve can be well tted by the Poole–Frenkel
curve. This indicates that the photon emission of LIRGO
conforms to the Poole–Frenkel eﬀect.35
We also notice the doping and de-doping eﬀects during
pumping and venting, as shown in Fig. 3G. At constant bias, the
current increases during the pumping and decreases during the
venting. The current passing through the device is steady when

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

the air pressure is held. Due to the water molecules in the air,
when the chamber vents, some doping eﬀects take place in
LIRGO and increase the energy required for the electronic
excitation.38 Therefore, the current in the air is lower, and the
light is weaker and easier to quench in air.
Fig. 4A and B record the changes in the lateral dimension of
a single luminescent spot. The light spot is very small,
approximately 10 mm, which ts well with our theory of single
semi-rGO ake's luminescence. In the beginning, when the
voltage is very low, the luminescence is very weak. As the voltage
increases, the size of the spot remains stable and does not
expand markedly, which strengthens the single semi-rGO ake
illumination theory. When the voltage becomes larger, the
lateral dimension will rise rapidly because of the increase and
combination of the light-emitting points. At very high bias, the
device will break down aer an intense illumination. The video
of the whole process can be found in Movie S1.†
Aer applying an appropriate bias, many light-emitting
points appear on the surface of the LIRGO, as shown in

Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4745–4754 | 4749
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Fig. 4 Single point testing, COMSOL analysis, and spectral changes demonstrating the EL mechanism. (A) The single light-emitting point vs. time
at an increasing driving voltage. (B) The lateral dimension (radius) and driving voltage vs. time. (C) Lighting LIRGO with randomly distributed
luminous points. (D) Simulation results of randomly distributed light points with COMSOL. (E) The luminescence spectra at diﬀerent drive
currents from a single LIRGO made using a 32.5 mW cm2 laser. (F) Normalized spectra for LIRGOs made using diﬀerent laser powers. The
current used for LIRGO made using a laser power of 28.5 mW cm2, 32.5 mW cm2 and 35.4 mW cm2 is 0.023 A, 0.019 A and 0.031 A,
respectively.

Fig. 4C. EL requires superheated electrons, in which high
electric eld density and suﬃcient source electrons are needed.
Only areas with a lower resistance will be more likely to obtain
a higher current density and therefore emit light. In LIRGO,
semi-rGO akes have diﬀerent degrees of reduction and are
randomly stacked and contacted. Diﬀerent areas have diﬀerent
resistances. Consequently, when LIRGO starts to emit light, the
positions of lighting points are random.
We simulated the model of randomly distributed semi-rGO
akes using Comsol Multiphysics, as shown in Fig. 4D. Due to
the diﬀerent overlapping areas among the semi-rGO akes,
some regions with larger overlapping areas may have lower
electrical resistance. Therefore, they have a larger local current
density at a bias voltage. The semi-rGO akes in these areas are
more likely to light rst.
The wavelength of the luminescence is aﬀected by the crystal
structure and the doping level in the semi-rGO akes. Fig. 4E
shows the change in the spectrum in relation to the current. The

4750 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4745–4754

spectrum of a device is formed by many luminous spots on the
LIRGO surface. However, all spectral components are amplied
with the increasing voltage. Therefore, the total spectrum has
statistical signicance. While processing LIRGO samples, we
changed the laser reduction intensity and discovered that the
spectral centroid is related to the laser intensity (Fig. 4F).
Diﬀerent laser intensities can change the degree of reduction of
the GO akes as a whole. The lower the degree of laser reduction, the more oxygen-containing functional groups remain in
the LIRGO. The bandgap of LIRGO increases as the oxygen
content increases, which results in a blue shi in the spectrum.
This experiment demonstrates that the emitted colour of the
LIRGO is tunable to a certain extent.
However, Fig. S9 and S10† indicate that the thickness
diﬀerence between diﬀerent locations from the same LIRGO is
large. Due to the action of the laser, the GO akes are aﬀected by
heat and air ow, and their moving directions are uncertain. So
the stacked layers inside LIRGO are very irregular and very

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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uneven in thickness. Therefore, the thickness and the reduction
degree of the LIRGO lm cannot be controlled precisely at
present.
Fig. 5A shows the changes in illuminating spots on LIRGO at
an increasing voltage. Each frame was recorded with an 8.33 s
interval. In the rst frame, no light point can be observed due to
the insuﬃcient driving current. In the 2nd to 6th frame, the
number of light emission points increases from one, two, four,
six, and eight. From the 7th to 14th frame, there are more than
ten light emission points. Moreover, small points start to merge
into larger light-emitting points. From the 15th to 19th frame,
the larger light-emitting points merge and form a line. The 20th
frame becomes dark due to the breakdown of the device. The
original video of the whole process can be found in Movie S2.†
A Comsol simulation has also been performed to reproduce
the experimental observations of Fig. 5A. As shown in Fig. 5B, at
the 3.08 V driving bias voltage, only a few light-emitting points
can be observed. With the driving voltage continuously
increasing from 6.096 V to 6.888 V, there is apparition of more
light-emitting points. At 7.44 V bias voltage, light-emitting
points start to merge into bigger points. See the Experimental
section for the simulation details.
We assume that the distribution of luminescent points
conforms to the Gaussian distribution model. Therefore, we
dened the formula of the probability density distribution of
a light point being found as:
#)
"
(
k
1 
  X
T X

si
1
!
!
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp  ~
~
f ~
x ¼
x mi
x mi
:
2
2p |Si |
i
i¼1
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The formula can be represented by several two-dimensional
Gaussian components. ~
x ¼ (x, y) and refers to the coordinate
of the two-dimensional coordinate system. The parameter si (i ¼
0, ., k) is the relative proportion of each Gaussian component.
The symbol |Si| represents the determinant of the covariance
matrix, (~
x  m⃑i)T refers to the transpose of the vector, and Si1
denotes the inverse of the covariance matrix. We counted and
plotted the distance between every two illuminating points of
two samples to verify this formula (Fig. 5C and D). The mean
value of the distance between lighting points in Fig. 5C and D is
955 mm and 915 mm, respectively. The experimental results of
the statistical analysis demonstrate the random distribution of
the luminescent points, which validates the mechanism of
LIRGO EL afore-mentioned.
Exploration of application
Under vacuum, the LIRGO device emits stable and bright visible
light. However, the oxygen and the water molecules present in
the air can oxidize and rapidly degrade the device. Its light
emission stability is also limited by high temperatures and high
currents. In order to improve LIRGO's lifetime in air, we have
studied diﬀerent packaging methods (Fig. 6A). The devices were
tested in ordinary air and air depleted of water. For both ordinary air and dry air, 5 sets of experiments were conducted. The
mean lifetime is 36 seconds in ordinary air and 236 seconds in
dry air (Fig. S11†).
In the epoxy package, LIRGO can illuminate. However, epoxy
begins to smoke aer a few minutes. Thereaer, the device
started to icker, which made it diﬃcult to accurately record the

Fig. 5 Statistics and veriﬁcation of the Gaussian distribution model. (A) The whole device vs. time with multiple light emitting points at the
increasing driving voltage. (B) The simulated light emitting points at the increasing driving voltage. (C) and (D) are the statistical charts of the
distance between each two lighting points from two samples. The inset shows the images of lighting points of LIRGO corresponding to the plots.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Packaging and applications of LIRGO. (A) The lifetime of emission vs. the package methods of LIRGO. (B) Structure of the LIRGO bulb. (C)
LIRGO bulb emits bright light. (D) Constellations of Cassiopeia, Big Dipper and Columba mimicked with LIRGO devices.

Fig. 6

time. We conducted this experiment only for 30 minutes. To
prevent oxidation, we glued LIRGO between two glass sheets.
However, the glue begins to melt and the device starts ickering
aer 30 minutes of illumination.
Therefore, illumination in a vacuum is the most stable and
feasible currently. In fact, oxidation and heat dissipation are
challenges that commercial LEDs need to face as well. For
example, the packaging of ordinary light-emitting diodes also
requires a vacuum to isolate oxygen and water molecules and
good heat dissipation structures to cool down.12 In addition, the
illumination is also measured under vacuum in some similar
studies.29,31
Moreover, LIRGO has good luminescence repeatability. As
LIRGO is not damaged during illumination with an appropriate
voltage, the light points will illuminate again in the same place
when repowering. Aer stabilization of the current, the spectra
of LIRGO vs. repowering in diﬀerent runs are recorded in
Fig. S12.† There is no signicant change in the spectrum and
therefore eﬃciency in diﬀerent runs.
To verify the practicality of the vacuum package, the design
of the LIRGO bulb is demonstrated in Fig. 6B. The LIRGO device
is placed in a vacuumed bulb made of polymathic methacrylate

4752 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 4745–4754

(PMMA) and can illuminate steadily (Fig. 6C). In addition,
Fig. 6D shows an interesting and ornamental demonstration
using randomly distributed lighting points on LIRGO to mimic
constellations. The mimicked Cassiopeia using LIRGO is fairly
similar to the real Cassiopeia. Big Dipper and Columba are also
good examples to prove that LIRGO can mimic star patterns.

Conclusions
This work provides a simple and eﬀective method to make
a graphene-based exible LED. We demonstrate the possibility
to tune LIRGO's bandgaps by laser modulation and use LIRGO
for micron-sized light sources with adjustable luminescence
colours. When the vacuum is 0.02 Pa, and the drive current is
0.01 A, the LIRGO LED with a lifetime higher than 60 hours and
a WPE of up to 1.4% is achieved. Four-pad measurements
proved LIRGO's non-polarity emission. The current–voltage
curves of LIRGO measured are in concordance with the Poole–
Frenkel model. A theoretical model of semi-rGO emission is
established and explains the random distribution of luminous
points. The lifetimes of LIRGO in diﬀerent packages were tested
and the LIRGO bulb was demonstrated for practicality. Finally,
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we show the possibility of “mimicking” patterns of stars. These
experimental results indicate the enormous potential application of the new LIRGO light source.

Pin ¼ VC

Finally, its WPE can be obtained as below:

Experimental

Ewp ¼

Fabrication and measurements
The GO solution (XFNANO Inc.) was spread on the substrate
(such as PET, polyimide, heat-resistant paper, etc). Aer the GO
dried, a 448 nm laser with 25 to 40 mW cm2 power was used to
convert GO into LIRGO. The silver electrodes were deposited on
both sides of LIRGO and wires were attached to the electrodes.
Characterization
The XPS measurements were performed with an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (PHI Quantera II, Ulvac-Phi Inc.). Raman
tests were performed on a laser confocal Raman spectrometer
(HR-800, Horiba Inc.). SEM images were recorded with a eld
emission scanning electron microscope (Quanta FEG 450, FEI
Inc.). The LIRGO and GO lms were loaded onto a micro-grid,
and TEM images were recorded using a eld emission transmission electron microscope (JEM-2100F, JEOL).

Popt
 100%:
Pin

Measurement details
Currents, voltages, spectra, lifetimes, and recordings of luminescence were tested in a vacuum chamber of 0.02 Pa. The
values of luminescence intensity were measured using
a PM100D frame and an S130C probe from Thorlabs Inc. The
measurements of the intensity distribution of the full spectrum
with an increasing voltage were carried out using
a Maya2000PRO and a USB2000+ provided by Ocean Optics Inc.
The current vs. the change of the vacuum pressure was recorded
using a Keithley 2636A.

Conﬂicts of interest
There are no conicts to declare.

Simulation details
Based on the experimental data, we performed a nite element
analysis using Comsol Multiphysics to simulate the relationship between the electro-optical conversion of LIRGO and the
external eld. The simulation process considers Ohm's law and
Kirchhoﬀ's current law. We built a random resistance distribution network. Each resistor unit represents a semi-rGO ake.
The sheet resistance of each resistor unit follows the Gaussian
distribution, Rij  Nij(m, s2). When the local current of a resistor
unit reaches a certain threshold, the electrical characteristics of
the resistor unit are set to change in order to be consistent with
the nonlinear trend of the Poole–Frenkel model. Aer the
electric eld is applied, some locations showed a greater current
density. When the current density of a certain resistor unit is
greater than 0.01 A, the certain resistor sheet is dened as
a light-emitting point position. When the voltage is increased,
the number of luminous points will increase. More and more
resistance units become new light-emitting points and combine
to form bigger light points.
Calculation details of WPE
The LIRGO is placed at in the vacuum chamber. The light
intensity meter is placed above the LIRGO. The radiated optical
power (Popt) on the upper hemisphere of LIRGO can be
described as below:
Popt ¼

1
4pr2 Iopt
2

where r represents the distance from the light source to the
probe of the light intensity meter, and Ie represents the radiant
intensity. Meanwhile, the operating voltage (V) and current (C)
can be obtained from the source meter. So the total electric
power (Pin) is calculated as below:
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